Picture Books
Arf! Buzz! Cluck! A Rather Noisy Alphabet by Eric Seltzer
Be Kind by Pat Zietlow Miller
Ducks Away! by Mem Fox
Du Iz Tak? by Carson Ellis
How Tall was a T. Rex? by Alison Limentani
Jabari Jumps, Gaia Cornwall
Mad, Mad Bear! by Kimberly Gee
Three Grumpy Trucks by Todd Tarpley
This is the Nest that Robin Build With a Little Help from Her Friends by Denise Fleming
Waiting by Kevin Henkes
Willow Finds a Way by Lana Button

Beginning Reader Books
Fox the Tiger by Corey Tabor
Harold and Hog Pretend for Real, by Dan Santat
The Missing Donut by Judith Henderson
Snail & Worm: Three Stories About Two Friends by Tina Kugler
We are Growing by Laurie Keller

Nonfiction
Bloom Boom! by April Pulley Sayre
Mae Among the Stars by Roda Ahmed
A Mammal is an Animal by Lizzy Rockwell
Over and Under the Pond by Kate Messner
Seeds Move! by Robin Page

Poetry and Folklore
Hungry for Math, Poems to Munch On, by Kari-Lynn Winters & Sherritt Fleming
Interstellar Cinderella, by Deborah Underwood
The Little Red Fort by Brenda Maier
The Proper Way to Meet a Hedgehog and Other How-To Poems
A Round of Robins by Katie Hesterman

Family Read-Alouds
Bilal Cooks Daal by Aisha Saeed
Galapagos Girl=Galapaguena by Marsha Diane Arnold
I am Loved by Nikki Giovanni
What’s Up, Chuck? By Leo Landry
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Online Tools and Reading Resources
For All Students

**PebbleGo**
Read about many topics including animals, science, biographies, and social studies. Students love this nonfiction resource.
[https://www.pebblego.com](https://www.pebblego.com)
Username: sheridan Password: school

**Buffalo and Erie County Public Library**
Visit the library OR access thousands of eBooks that can be read on many digital devices. All you need is your library card!
Plus, check out the Summer Reading Program at the Clarence Library!

**myON Digital Library for Summer Reading**
Free access to thousands of enhanced e-books for children living in New York State. You may access the digital library with this link:
Login Information: Username: read Password: books

**Tumble Book Library**
Available through the New York State Summer Reading Program, Check out the Tumblebook of the Day

**Day By Day NY**
Available through the New York State Library, this website features a new book read aloud each day as well as activities to try based on the book.

Scan this code to visit the Summer Reading page on the SH Library website. You will find links to all of these resources.